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My then fourteen-year-old daughter wanted to upgrade her cellphone to an expensive smart phone
model. She “mentioned” this topic several days a
week, for several months. At first, she described
all the advantages for her, personally: she’d be able
to take more pictures, use Instagram and Snapchat
more easily, and text more friends for free. Although numerous, none of these reasons were particularly compelling for me. Eventually, she created a
several-slide powerpoint, describing costs and benefits that did matter to me—including being able
to track where she was, the ability to create a local
hotspot for the internet, and chores she promised
to do if/when she got the model of phone she was
angling for. So persuasive was she that I ended up
getting two iPhones—one for each of us (thanks to
a two-for-one special).
This ability to plan and marshall a convincing
argument illustrates a textbook example of a developing cognitive ability. In earlier points of her
development, my daughter could do little more than
express her desires (often loudly) or offer one-sided
and non-compelling arguments (“I really, really, really want it”). Her proclivity to adopt my point of
view and use that to offer reasons and incentives that
persuaded me to adopt her perspective is a gradually
emerging ability, and one that will be the focus of
this chapter.
First, we’ll talk about different realms of thought,
including problem-solving, reasoning, decision making, planning and goal setting. All of these terms
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come under the broader term of thinking, and we
will explore definitions and connections among
these various instances of thought. We will then take
a chronological look at how these different realms
of thought develop. We will look at some precursors
in infancy and the toddler years. We’ll have much
more to learn about the development of thought in
the preschool years, when children become much
more verbal. Examination of the elementary school
years will show that children gather a lot of information to construct a knowledge base, even as they
refine many of their thinking skills. Finally, we’ll see
dramatic improvements in many if not all realms of
thinking when we examine adolescence and young
adulthood.

17.1 Defining the Domain: Realms of
Thought
Let’s start by defining a few key terms that we’ll
be discussing in this chapter. Consider the term,
thinking. It’s a pretty broad term and used to cover
a lot of different kinds of mental activities, including making inferences, filling in gaps, searching
through mental spaces and lists, and deciding what
to do when in doubt. I’ll use it in this chapter as
the overall label for mental activities that process
information.
The terms problem solving, reasoning and decision making are often used interchangeably with
the term thinking. Many psychologists see the first
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three as special cases of the fourth. Specifically,
when cognitive psychologists speak of problem solving, they refer to instances where a person is trying
to see a solution to some sort of impediment (see
Chapter 9, “Problem Solving”). When they speak
of reasoning, they mean a specific kind of thinking
done to draw inferences, such as you might do in
solving certain puzzles or reading a mystery novel
(see Chapter 7, “Deductive Reasoning”, and Chapter 8, “Inductive Reasoning”). Reasoning often involves the use of certain principles of logic. The
term, decision making, then, refers to the mental
activities that take place when one chooses among
alternatives (see Chapter 10, “Decision Making”).
Goal setting as used here means a mental activity in which one sets specific intentions to achieve
some specific objective or aim. This term is intertwined with planning, which indicates a projection
into the future of a trajectory by which goals can
be attained, including sourcing the materials and
resources needed and taking the steps necessary to
achieve an objective.
It is important to note here that thinking tasks
we’ll talk about make use of two other important
cognitive realms: language, and the knowledge base.
Language refers to the ways people comprehend
and produce utterances (whether in speech or in
writing; see Chapter 11, “The Nature of Language”,
and Chapter 12, “Language and Thought”). Being
a proficient language user certainly helps when it
comes to understanding and expressing one’s arguments, decisions, or plans.
The knowledge base refers to the sum total of
stored information that an individual possesses (see
Chapter 4, “Concepts: Structure and Acquisition”,
and Chapter 5, “Knowledge Representation and Acquisition”). For example, I know hundreds of thousands of words; I have previously memorized multiplication tables up to 12 and can quickly retrieve
from memory many multiplication facts; I remember
names of teachers and classmates from my kindergarten year up through graduate school; I also know
about parenting, dog training techniques, mystery
stories, Pokemon Go and some television series (currently I’m binge-watching Scandal). When people think, they think about things, and the richer
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their knowledge base, the richer their thinking about
propositions derived from it.
With those introductory remarks in mind, let’s
turn to a chronological look at the development of
thinking in infancy through adolescence.

17.2 Infancy and Toddlerhood
It might seem a little incongruous to have a section
on thought in infancy. After all, one of the great cognitive developmental theorists, Jean Piaget, argued
that infants were at a stage of development where,
essentially, they did not have thought (Piaget, 1952).
Piaget believed that individuals passed through a
series of stages in their cognitive development, with
each stage defined by a qualitatively different set
of intellectual structures through which the individual processed information and understood the world.
The first stage of cognitive development, which operates from birth to roughly 2 years, was named the
sensorimotor stage by Piaget, because his belief was
that infants and toddlers were limited in their cognition to sensory experiences and motor responses.
Put another way, from birth through the first 18 to
24 months, infants and toddlers were said to lack a
capacity for mental representation, the ability to
construct internal depictions of information.
One of Piaget’s most famous demonstrations of
(the lack of) infant cognition is on the so-called “object permanence” task, depicted in Figure 17.1. A
young (say, five- or six-month-old) infant is seated
facing a desirable object or toy. Suddenly, some sort
of screen is placed between the infant and the object.
Typically, the infant fairly immediately appears to
lose all interest, as if the object or toy has somehow ceased to exist! Piaget’s explanation is that
objects out of sensorimotor contact are truly “out of
mind”, because the infant has no capacity for mental
representation.
Because he believed that infants lack that capacity, Piaget would conclude that infants really don’t
do very much, if any, “thinking.” However, some
recent work has challenged Piagetian interpretations
of infant cognition, and reawakened the idea that
infants do have some knowledge and some rudimen-
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Figure 17.1: According to Piaget, until object permanence develops, babies fail to understand that objects still exist when no longer in
view. Source: Galotti (2017, p.113).

tary mental activity that can be clearly labelled as
“thinking.”
One of the most prolific researchers posing this
challenge to Piaget is psychologist Renée Baillargeon. Here, we will only cover a small fraction
of her elaborate body of work. In one classic study
(Baillargeon, 1986), she seated infants (6-8 months
old) in front of a screen set up to the right of an
inclined ramp. During the first phase of the study,
infants saw the screen raised and lowered. Behind
the screen was a track for a small toy car. After the
screen was lowered, infants saw a small toy car go
down the inclined ramp and to the right, behind the
screen.
Next, infants were given the impossible/possible
events task, in which they were tested with one of
two events—the first, a “possible” event, occurred
when the screen was raised. It revealed a box sitting
behind the track. As in the first phase of the study,
after the screen was lowered, the car rolled down
the ramp and across the track behind the screen.
The second, “impossible” event was very similar to
the possible event, except that the box was actually
placed on the track instead of behind it.
Now, according to Piaget, 6-month-old infants
ought not to react any differently to the “possible”
than to the “impossible” event. Lacking a sense of
object permanence, they should be just as unsurprised to see a car roll in front of a box as “through”
a box—after all, if infants have no expectations of
objects continuing to exist when hidden behind a
screen, then they would have forgotten all about the

existence of the occluded box anyway. But Baillargeon’s results showed something clearly at odds
with Piagetian predictions. Her 6.5- and 8-monthold participants, and even some 4-month-old female
participants, looked longer at the “on-track” “impossible” event. Baillargeon interpreted this result to
mean that the infants “(a) believe that the box continued to exist, in its same location, after the screen was
lowered; (b) believed that the car continued to exist,
and pursued its trajectory, when behind the screen;
(c) realized that the car could not roll through the
space occupied by the box; and hence (d) were surprised to see the car roll past the screen when the
box lay in its path” (Baillargeon, 1999, p. 128).
In a related study, Baillargeon and DeVos (1991)
presented infants 3.5 months old with an unusual
stimulus display. Each infant saw one of two events
first. These events presented either a short carrot
or a tall carrot moving behind a large rectangular
yellow screen, followed, a few seconds later, by
the emergence of an identically appearing carrot appearing from the right-hand side of the screen. In
other words, it looked as though the same carrot
simply traveled behind the occluding screen. After
a 1-second pause, the experimenter slid the carrot
back behind the yellow occluding screen, paused
for 2 seconds, and then slid the leftmost carrot out
from behind the left edge of the screen. This cycle
of carrots disappearing and reappearing continued
until the infant reached a predetermined criterion of
amount of time looking at the stimulus or looking
away having previously attended to it.
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Next came either a “possible” or “impossible”
event. This event was the same as the corresponding
habituation event, except that the occluding screen
had a new color, blue, meant to draw infants’ attention to the fact that the screen was new. It also
had a new shape: a large rectangle with a smaller
rectangle “cut out” from the top. The idea was that
short carrots ought to fit completely behind the new
screen all the way across, and thus the possible event
ought not to have been perceived as all that surprising. However, a tall carrot would not have fit behind
the new screen—its top ought to have been visible as
it moved through the “cut out” portion of the screen
if it were moving from one end to the other. Thus,
the tall carrot moving behind the new screen ought
to have been an impossible event.
Results showed that although infants looked for
an equal amount of time at the two habituation
events (i.e., tall vs. short carrots moving behind
the rectangular yellow screen), they looked longer
at the impossible than the possible test event. Baillargeon and DeVos (1991) took this result as evidence that their three-and-a-half-month-old infants
“(a) realized that each carrot continued to exist after it slid behind the screen, (b) assumed that each
carrot retained its height behind the screen, (c) believed that each carrot pursued its trajectory behind
the screen, and therefore, (d) expected the tall carrot
to be visible in the screen window [the opening in
the blue test screen] and were surprised that it was
not” (p. 1233).
These conclusions (and others from Baillargeon’s
additional studies not described here) strongly suggest that even fairly young infants possess a fair
amount of knowledge about what objects are and
how they behave. Baillargeon (2008) believes that
infants begin with an innate principle of persistence,
“which states that objects persist, as they are, in time
and space” (p. 11). From this initial knowledge,
infants gather perceptual information and use it to
construct more complex and detailed representations
of objects and, in so doing, learn more about how
objects behave and what their properties are. So, if
you believe Baillargeon’s interpretations (and not
everyone does; see Cohen & Cashon 2013 for a critique), young infants do have some knowledge about
objects. What about knowledge about social beings?
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In a recent review, Baillargeon, Scott, and Bian
(2016) present evidence from many different studies from many different laboratories that young infants and toddlers can reason about agents’ goals
and states and can use this information to predict
an agent’s future actions. Here’s just one example
(from Woodward, 2009): an infant sees an adult
seated at a table with two different toys (let’s call
them A and B) in front of her. She reaches for
and grasps one of the toys (A). Infants watch repetitions of this action for some predetermined amount
of time, becoming habituated to seeing this action.
Next, they see the same adult in front of the same
two toys, which have now traded positions. Infants
as young as five months look longer when the adult
reaches for the new toy (B) than they do when the
adult reaches for (A). According to Baillargeon et
al (2016) these infants: “(a) attributed to the agent a
preference or liking for object A, as the agent always
chose it over object B, and (b) expected the agent to
continue acting on this preference. . .” (p. 162). This
finding has been replicated in several laboratories.
Baillargeon along with other developmental psychologists such as Elizabeth Spelke and Susan Carey
argue that infants are born with some amount of
“core knowledge.” The existence of these innate systems does not imply that infants can articulate all
their principles. Indeed, infants aren’t known for
their articulation abilities in any domain. Instead,
the implication here is that infants come into the
world prepared to make certain assumptions, entertain certain hypotheses, or hold certain expectations
of the way objects will or won’t behave. Thus, they
do have some knowledge, and thus, they can do
some rudimentary reasoning about it.

17.3 The Preschool Period
It is in the preschool period that we see the first glimmers of what cognitive psychologists call “higher order cognitive processes”—processes that operate on
mental representations. These glimmers are fleeting
and fragile, but also unmistakable signs of growing
maturity of thought.
One of my personal favorite demonstrations of
preschooler reasoning competence comes from the

The Preschool Period

work of Hawkins, Pea, Glick, and Scribner (1984).
They demonstrated that, under certain circumstances
at least, preschoolers aged 4 and 5 years could draw
deductive inferences (see Chapter 7, “Deductive
Reasoning”). They began by constructing various
reasoning problems, examples of which are shown in
Table 17.1. There were three types of problems. The
first consisted of premises that were congruent with
the child’s world knowledge—for example, “Bears
have big teeth. Animals with big teeth can’t read
books. Can bears read books?” Note that whether a
child actually reasoned from the premises or from
her world knowledge of the general illiteracy of
bears, she would have arrived at the deductively correct conclusion, “No.” Preschoolers were expected
to do particularly well on these problems, even if
their scores overstated their true reasoning ability.
A second type of problem included information that was incongruent with the child’s world
knowledge—for example, “Glasses bounce when
they fall. Everything that bounces is made of rubber.
Are glasses made of rubber?” Here, the real-world
correct answer is directly at odds with the answer a
reasoner would derive from strictly reasoning from
the premises to answer the question. Preschoolers
were expected to do particularly poorly on these
problems, as it was expected they would answer the
questions using their world knowledge rather than
use abstract reasoning to derive a valid conclusion.
The most theoretically interesting type of problem
was one using so-called “fantasy” premises—for example, “Every banga is purple. Purple animals always sneeze at people. Do bangas sneeze at people?”
Notice that in these problems, there is no relevant
world knowledge for the child to call upon. Hawkins
et al. (1984) believed, then, that fantasy problems
would be the ones most likely to reveal whether or
not preschool children could, in fact, draw logical
inferences.
The results were clear-cut. Children were presented with 8 problems of each kind. Overall, children gave correct responses to 7.5, 1.0, and 5.8
congruent, incongruent, and fantasy problems, respectively. A chance level of performance was 4,
and thus children performed significantly better than
chance on the fantasy (and congruent) problems.
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Thus, the authors concluded, preschool children, under limited circumstances, can reason deductively.
Moreover, the order in which the problems were
administered was crucially important. Children who
reasoned with fantasy premises first tended to perform better on all problems, even the congruent and
incongruent ones, than did the children who received
congruent problems first, incongruent problems first,
or problems in a jumbled order. Hawkins et al.
(1984) argued that presenting fantasy problems first
sets a context for children to help cue them as to how
to correctly solve the problem. When congruent or
incongruent problems were presented first, children
mistakenly recruited their real-world knowledge to
answer the questions, instead of relying strictly on
the premises.
Of course, being able to draw a deductive inference in certain circumstances does not prove that
preschoolers are fully capable of deductive reasoning. Adults can reason better than preschoolers on
just about every problem, but do especially well
with incongruent content. Indeed, Markovits and
Barrouillet (2004) argue that what happens with cognitive development is increasing control over complex forms of reasoning, and being able to divorce
one’s store of knowledge about the world from the
information presented in the premises to a problem.
Another important development in children’s
thinking in the preschool period concerns the development of theory of mind. A person’s theory of
mind is the ability to reason about mental states (Apperly, 2012). Thus, theory of mind guides a person’s
beliefs and expectations about what another person
is thinking, feeling, or expecting; it guides one’s
ability to predict accurately what another person’s
reaction will be to a specific set of circumstances
(Flavell, Green, & Flavell, 1995). This ability develops rapidly between the ages of two and five.
One common task used to investigate preschool
children’s theory of mind is the so-called false belief
task (Wimmer & Perner, 1983). For example, children might be told a story about a boy who puts a
toy in a box and leaves the room. While he is away,
his sister enters the room, takes the toy out of the
box, plays with it, and puts it away in a different location. Children are then asked where the boy (who
was not present in the room at the time the toy was
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Table 17.1: Types of problems used by Hawkins, Pea, Glick, and Scribner (1984). Source: Galotti (2017, p. 230), adapted from
Hawkins, Pea, Glick, and Scribner (1984, p. 585).

Model

Affirmative Example

Negative Example

A is B

Every banga is purple.

Bears have big teeth.

B is C

Purple animals always sneeze at people.

Animals with big teeth can’t read books.

A is C

Do bangas sneeze at people?

Can bears read books?

A has B

Pogs wear blue boots.

Rabbits never bite.

C is an A

Tom is a pog.

Cuddly is a rabbit.

C has B

Does Tom wear blue boots?

Does Cudly bite?

A does B when ...

Glasses bounce when they fall.

Merds laugh when they’re happy.

B is C

Everything that bounces is made of rubber.

Animals that laugh don’t like mushrooms.

A has C

Are glasses made of rubber?

Do merds like mushrooms?

moved) will think the toy is. In other words, can the
children disentangle their own state of knowledge
about the toy from the state of knowledge or belief
of someone who lacks their information?
Another theory of mind task is the unexpected
contents task (e. g., Gopnik & Astington, 1988),
in which a child is handed a box of, say, crayons
but opens it to discover that the box really contains
small candies. The child is then asked to predict
what another child, who has no previous experience
with the crayon box, will think is inside. Typically,
children younger than about 4 years answer that they
knew all along that the box contained candies rather
than crayons, even though they initially answered
“crayons” when asked what was in the box. Further,
young preschoolers respond that someone else coming into the room later will think that the crayon box
contains candies rather than crayons.
Apperly (2012) makes the argument that although
theory of mind is studied widely in preschoolers,
it’s a mistake to believe that only preschoolers struggle with this concept. Infants, as we’ve just seen,
have some (if incomplete) knowledge about others’
goals; adults show stable individual differences in
their ability to predict others’ motivations and inten-
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tions. Thus, theory of mind is not something that a
child “finishes” developing at age 5. However, most
researchers agree that there is rapid development in
theory of mind during the preschool period, and it
seems to correlate with developments in language,
pretend play, symbolic understanding, and inhibitory
control, the ability to maintain focus and resist the
temptation to become distracted (Carlson, Moses &
Claxton, 2004; Lillard & Kavanaugh, 2014; Wellman, Cross, & Watson, 2001).

17.4 Middle Childhood
One of the more noticeable aspects of cognitive development in middle childhood is the growth of the
knowledge base (see Chapter 5, “Knowledge Representation and Acquisition” ). School-aged children
in the United States learn an incredible amount of
what adults would consider “basic” information—
vocabulary words; how to read; how to use different
punctuation marks; addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division facts; historical and geographical
facts; information about certain authors; and information about animals, planets, and machines, to take
just a few examples from my children’s elementary
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school’s curriculum. Add to that knowledge of domains that aren’t formally taught in schools—how
to play Minecraft, how to operate an iPhone, or characters from the Magic Tree House or Harry Potter
book series are just a few examples.
With this tremendous acquisition of knowledge
going on, children need to find efficient ways of storing and representing it. (As an analogy, think about
files on your laptop. It didn’t matter very much what
you called them when you only had a small number,
but when you get up into the thousands of files, how
you organize them might well determine whether
or not you are ever going to find a particular one
again.) How children represent and organize their
knowledge is certainly a matter of active debate and
discussion in the field. Presumably, their knowledge
bases underlie their ability to draw inferences from
examples they see. Like so many other topics in this
chapter, we’ll only have space to cover a couple of
examples.
Kalish, Kim, and Young (2012) reported on three
studies of preschoolers and young school-aged children that we will focus on. The task presented children with a number of individual examples of a category, e.g., small plastic frogs or dinosaurs that were
either yellow or blue. Typically, children would
first see a biconditional relation between color and
species. For example, they might be shown four
yellow dinosaurs and four blue frogs, one at a time.
What makes this relationship biconditional is that
all yellow things are dinosaurs, and all dinosaurs are
yellow.
In a second phase of the task, children were presented (again, one at a time) with examples some
of which undermined the biconditional relationship.
For example, children might see six yellow frogs
and two yellow dinosaurs. So, after this information
is presented, it is no longer true that all yellow things
are dinosaurs, nor that all frogs are blue. However,
there are conditional relationships that remain true
even after this phase of the task. For example, the
relationship, If an item is a dinosaur, it is yellow
remains true, although it allows for the possibility
of other yellow things, for example, frogs, existing.
Older (seven-year-old) children were able to see
that some conditional relationships (if dinosaur, then
yellow) were true after the second phase of the task
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even though the biconditional relationship (all and
only yellow things are dinosaurs) were not. That is,
they were able to revise their beliefs about what relationships held in light of new evidence. The ability
to make this revision seemed, in contrast, to escape
the five-year-olds.
These results echo ones reported earlier by
Deanna Kuhn (1977) who presented children aged
6-14 with conditional reasoning problems all pertaining to the fictional land of Tundor. She began
with a pretest disguised as a game where she would
give them one piece of information about Tundor
(e.g., “John is tall, and Bob is short”) and then ask
questions (e.g., “Is Bob tall?”) to which the child
could respond “yes”, “no”, or “maybe.” The pretest
gave examples of questions that could be answered
definitively as well as ones that could not, based on
the given information. Only children who correctly
answered both pretest questions were allowed to
continue.
Next, Kuhn (1977) gave children conditional reasoning problems. For example, “All of the people
in Tundor are happy. Jean lives in Tundor. Is Jean
happy?” (The correct, logically valid answer is yes,
and this is considered a fairly easy inference to draw)
or, “All people who live in Tundor own cats. Mike
does not live in Tundor. Does he own a cat?” (Here,
the correct answer is maybe; no logically necessary
inference can be drawn; though even adults make
mistakes on this type of problem). Kuhn found that
even the first graders show some reasoning ability, particularly on easy problems. Children did
less well on the more difficult problems (the ones
adults make mistakes on), unsurprisingly. In similar studies, Janveau-Brennan and Markovits (1999)
conclude that children are likely reasoning in ways
fundamentally similar to the way adults reason, at
least by the time they are in middle childhood, and
when they are reasoning with concrete kinds of content rather than abstract propositions.

17.5 Adolescence
Cognitive developmental psychologists have long
noticed another major change in thinking that occurs right around puberty. Adolescents are much
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more capable than younger children of thinking hypothetically, and about the future; and to be able to
think abstractly versus only with concrete instances
as they were in childhood (Byrnes, 2003; Galotti,
2017). A now-classic study by Daniel Osherson and
Ellen Markman (1975) illustrates this last point very
well.
Children, adolescents, and adults were shown
small plastic poker chips in assorted solid colors,
and were told that the experimenter would be saying
some things about the chips and that they should
indicate after each statement if it was true, if it was
false, or if they “couldn’t tell.” Some of the statements were made about chips held visibly in the
experimenter’s open hand. Other, similar statements
were made about chips hidden in the experimenter’s
closed hand. Among the statements used were logical tautologies (statements true by definition)—for
example, “Either the chip in my hand is yellow, or
it is not yellow”; logical contradictions (statements
false by definition)—for example, “The chip in my
hand is white, and it is not white”; and statements
that were neither true nor false by definition but depended on the color of the chip (e.g., “The chip in
my hand is not blue and it is green”).
Younger children (those in grades 1, 2, 3 and even
6) had difficulty distinguishing between statements
that were empirically true or false (i.e., true in fact)
and those that were logically true or false (i.e., true
by necessity or definition). They did not respond correctly to tautologies and contradictions, especially
in the hidden condition. They tended to believe,
for example, that a statement such as “Either the
chip in my hand is red, or it is not red” cannot be
assessed unless the chip is visible. Tenth graders
and adults, in contrast, were much more likely to
respond that even when the chip couldn’t be seen, if
the statement was a tautology or contradiction, the
statement about it could be evaluated on the basis
of the syntactic form of the sentence. Said another
way, adolescents and adults are able to examine the
logical!form of a statement, instead of insisting that
none of the “hidden” statements could be evaluated.
Thinking about the future is also an important
emerging capability in adolescence (Nurmi, 1991).
Being able to project oneself into a future context
requires an ability to think beyond the current set of
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circumstances. For example, most sixteen-year-olds
in the United States are high school students who
live with parents or guardians. But as they prepare
for adult life, they have to be able to imagine what
it will be like to live independently, find and keep
a job, decided on whether and what kind of further
education they will seek, among other life-framing
decisions.
This kind of thinking is crucial to what cognitive
developmental theorists call identity development.
This term refers to the development of a mature
sense of who you are and what your goals, values,
and principles are. Lifespan developmental psychologist Erik Erikson (1968) was the first to highlight
the construction or discovery of identity as a major
developmental task, typically first encountered during adolescence. Psychologist James Marcia (1966),
however, is the one credited with operationalizing
this idea and developing measures to study it.
Marcia (1966) saw identity development as proceeding through two or more phases, and these are
depicted in Figure 17.2. Marcia asserted that identity status is defined jointly by two factors: whether
or not the person had made a definite choice or commitment (e.g., to a career, to a value system, to a
romantic partner) and whether or not the person had
gone through some sort of “crisis”, or period of active doubt and exploration, in making that choice.
A teen in the identity diffused status has not made
any commitments and has not developed a relevant
set of values or principles with which to guide his
goal setting and decision making in a given realm
(e.g., career, education, political philosophy, religious affiliation). He has not experienced a period
of crisis or doubt but, rather, either is in the early
phase of identity development or is simply drifting
along, with no set plan for the future.
An adolescent in the foreclosure status, in contrast, is very committed to a plan and/or to a set
of values and principles. Similar to her identity
diffused colleagues, however, she has never experienced a crisis or period of doubt. Typically, this
indicates that she has adopted someone else’s goals
and plans, most often those of a parent or another
significant adult figure. Thus, adolescents in this
status tend to have a very narrow vision for their
future—and not much autonomy or power in mak-
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Figure 17.2: Marcias Identity Statuses. Source: Galotti (2017, p. 399).

ing decisions. Students at my college who enter my
office on their very first day of college, announcing
they are “premed” or “prelaw” because both of their
parents are doctors or lawyers and they’ve known
since they were 5 what they’d be, tend to present
rather textbook examples of foreclosure.
The moratorium identity status is often typified by
college students who “want to keep all their options
open.” They are actively exploring different options,
experimenting and trying on for size the possibility
of different majors, different careers, and different
religious or political affiliations. The moratorium
student is usually struggling and not in what others
would call a “stable” state—that is, this individual
is likely to remain in this period for only a brief
period—a year or two (Moshman, 2011). Moratorium is a period of delay, in which the individual
knows that a commitment must soon be made but is
not yet ready to make it. Individuals in this status
usually either resolve this crisis in a positive way,

moving into the identity achieved status, or, in less
successful cases, retreat into identity diffusion.
Marcia (1966) held that only individuals who experienced moratorium could move into the identity
achieved status. The individual here has made one
or more personal commitments, after having struggled to find her or his own path toward that decision.
This student has considered alternative options and
weighed both the pros and the cons. This status is
seen as marking a successful end to adolescent development, as a bridge has been built from one’s childhood to one’s future adulthood. Accompanying identity achievement are increases in self-acceptance.
Many theorists find Marcia’s (1966) proposal a
useful analogy for understanding one major realm of
adolescent development (Moshman, 2011). Identity
encompasses an adolescent’s value system as well
as her view of knowledge and herself as a learner
and an agent in the world.
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17.6 Conclusion
Our look at the development of thought has been
brief and selective. I’ve tried to give you some flavor of the changes occurring during the first two
decades of life when it comes to higher-order cognitive processes. We have seen a gradual increase in
knowledge of the world—the inputs used in thinking and reasoning and decision making. Although
infants are not without relevant knowledge of the
world, certainly they have much less when compared
with a child in third grade or an adolescent. We’ve
also seen that thinking becomes more abstract, more

flexible, and sometimes even more hypothetical with
increasing levels of cognitive development.
Many questions remain to be resolved. How many
of the changes we’ve described are due to factors
such as biological maturation, say, versus education,
experience, and expertise? Are there periods of rapid
change in thinking, or is the entire process an orderly
and continuous one? How different are the trajectories of thinking for children who grow up in very
different cultures? Are the developmental paths for
thinking general-purpose and broad, or does thinking develop differently in different domains? Stay
tuned to the field of cognitive development to find
the answers to these important questions!

Summary
1. The term, thinking, covers a number of cognitive processes that processes information.
Examples include problem solving, reasoning, decision making, goal setting, and planning.
2. Thinking often makes use of two other cognitive realms: language, and the knowledge base.
3. Although Piagetian theory holds that before the age of about two, infants lack capacity for
mental representation and therefore, thought, recent work poses a strong challenge to this
tenet. Psychologist Renee Baillageron and her colleagues have shown that even three- to
six-month-old infants have expectations about the way objects behave, indicating they already
have some knowledge and some rudimentary reasoning abilities.
4. Preschoolers show an ability to draw deductive inferences under certain conditions. These
abilities are fragile, but present.
5. Preschoolers develop an elaborate theory of mind during the ages from two to five, learning to
understand and predict what beliefs, expectations, emotions, and preferences another person
might hold.
6. Children’s inferential reasoning begins to look very similar to that of adults when the inferences involve concrete examples.
7. Adolescents are much more capable than younger children of thinking hypothetically, about
the future, and abstractly. This enriched ability is critical to another task of adolescence,
developing an identity, a mature sense of who you are and what your goals, values, and
principles are.
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Review Questions
1. Explain what the “core knowledge” approach to infant cognition is, and describe how it
challenges Piagetian theory.
2. What does it mean to say that reasoning abilities are pretty fragile in preschoolers, and become
more robust with development?
3. Describe a typical theory of mind task, and what the results indicate about preschoolers’ ability
to think about other people.
4. Why is the question of how knowledge is stored and structured so important for understanding
the development of the ability to draw inferences?
5. Cognitively speaking, what happens in adolescence? How do these changes impact different
realms of an adolescent’s life?

Hot Topic
My research program is centered around the question, how do ordinary people
facing important decisions go about the process of choosing an option? I’ve
studied adults choosing a first-grade program for their children; pregnant
women choosing birthing options; college students choosing majors, courses,
housing, and summer plans, to name just a few. Here, I’ll focus on the
studies of college students choosing a major (Galotti, 1999; Galotti, Ciner,
Altenbaumer, Geerts, Rupp, & Woulfe, 2006; Galotti, Wiener & Tandler
2014).
Many of these studies were longitudinal in design—meaning that we asked
the same people about their decision-making process at two or more different
points in time, in order to study changes over time. At each point, we
asked students to describe the options they were actively considering (e.g.,
Kathleen Galotti
Psychology, Computer Science, English) as well as the criteria they were
(Photo: Tania Legvold)
using to decide among options (e.g., How many requirements are there? Do
I like the profs who teach the classes? Are there labs? Will it help get me into med school?). We
also asked students to assess their emotional reactions to the decision-making process (e.g., How
stressful was it? How comfortable with the process were they?).
Across studies, college students considered about 4-5 options and about 5-7 criteria. As the final
decision drew near, students were likely to reduce the number of options under consideration (from
about 4-5 to about 3-4), but not the number of criteria they were using. When we looked at whether
or not the same options or criteria were being used at different points in time, the answer was that
about half of the options and half of the criteria were different. Students generally reported that this
decision was moderately stressful and difficult, and that it was guided by their overall values, with
an emphasis on the future. Some work suggests, however, that the way students approach a specific
decision is largely a function of what that decision is about. The implication here is that people
approach different decisions has at least as much to do with the specifics of a particular decision as
it does with the characteristics of the decision maker.
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Glossary

Glossary
decision making The cognitive process(es) by
which an individual selects one course of action from among alternatives. 327
goal setting The cognitive process(es) by which
an individual identifies achievements wanted
sometime in the future. 328
identity development The formation of a reflective concept of the self, used to define who
one is and what one’s goals, values, and principles are. 334
knowledge base Stored information including all
general knowledge possessed by an individual.
327, 328
language A system of communication that is governed by a system of rules (a grammar) that
allows an infinite number of ideas to be expressed. 328
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mental representation An internal depiction of
information. 328
planning Devising and coordinating actions aimed
at achieving a goal and at monitoring the effectiveness of the actions for reaching the goal.
328
problem solving The cognitive process(es) used
in transforming starting information into goal
state, using specified means of solution. 327
reasoning The cognitive processes used in drawing
inferences from given information to generate
conclusions. 327
theory of mind An understanding of what another
person might be thinking, feeling, believing,
or expecting or what her reaction might be to
a specific set of circumstances. 331
thinking The cognitive process(es) used in transforming or manipulating information. 327

